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Abstract 

This paper aims to explore the categories, structural formation, lexicon and Romanised 

characteristics of nomenclature of Chinese streets in Sibu, Sarawak, in Malaysia.  Sibu is the 

third biggest city in Sarawak, and has been labelled ‘New Foochow’ or ‘Little Foochow.’  The 

Foochow community in Sibu is  one of the state’s largest ethnicities. As such, the Foochow 

culture and dialect play an important role in developing the history of Sibu. Consequently, one 

significant influence of the Foochow community, and its culture and dialect towards the history 

of Sibu is the naming of the city streets in Chinese. 

This study adopts a descriptive and categorical qualitative research methodology to collect 

and analyse research data on Chinese names of streets in Sibu, Sarawak, Malaysia, and hence 

employs a historical and comparative study in order to describe the categories, structure, 

syllabic qualities, and Romanisation of the names of Chinese roads, streets, and lanes in Sibu. 

Keywords: Sibu, Chinese streets, toponymy, Chinese dialects, linguistic anthropology  

Introduction  

Sibu is the third largest city in the state of Sarawak, in Malaysia. Residing throughout Sibu, as 

one its main ethnicities, the Foochow communities migrated from the Fujian Province, in China. 

As the founder of Sibu, the late Wong Nai Siong led the first batch of Foochow migrants from 

Foochow to arrive in Sibu’s fertile land in 1901 (Cao and Cheng, 2016), thus shaping the modern 
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history of Sibu. 1,118 Foochow migrants arrived in Sibu during the beginning of the 20th 

century, as three separate groups; The first batch contained 72 migrants, who arrived on the 

21st of January, in 1901, the second batch contained 535 migrants, arriving on the 16th of March, 

of the same year, while the third batch of 511 migrants arrived on June 7th, 1902 (Hu, 2019). 

Later, the second White Rajah, Charles Brooke appointed Wong Nai Siong as Sibu’s first Kang-

choo (港主, port master) (Cao and Cheng, 2016, p.75). As such, Wong held the responsibility of 

bringing Chinese migrants to Sibu. As such, Sibu was named ‘New / little Foochow’ by Wong 

Nai Siong (Cao and Cheng, 2016), and has since been playfully labeled as such, in order to 

distinguish the community from its origin in China. Cao and Cheng (2016) only focused on the 

contributions by the Foochow people to Sibu, and their recognition by the local authority by 

allowing the naming of the Chinese streets in Sibu. Here, Cao and Cheng did not explore the 

naming of these streets in Sibu using tools of linguistic anthropology. This study can fulfil the 

research gaps found in the studies of Cao and Cheng.  

I summarize the objectives of this study as three, to explore the methods adopted by the 

people and government local to Sibu in naming streets, to analyse structural formations of these 

names, and to categorize the language used in the process. As such, I explore the methods of 

nomenclature and ethnological information of Foochow communities in Sibu. For this, I draw 

on the views of Zhao (2007) and Li (1997) to discuss the naming of Chinese roads or streets, 

and also those of Shi (1985), who revealed that sources normally employed to determine 

toponymy include landscapes and activities. 

These findings are significant in that they elicit information to further determine the 

characteristics of Romanized names and to verify the relationship between toponym and the 

anthropology of the Chinese streets in Sibu.   

Literature Review 

The Foochow culture and dialect play a significant role in developing the history of Sibu (Pan 

2000; Cao and Cheng 2016), in that the Foochow community has developed a nucleus, from 

which, substantial influence has seeped out into larger Sibu. In line with this process, the 

Foochow community has persistently preserved its heritage language as its dialect. Most people 

in the Foochow community still speak the Foochow dialect in domestic contexts, and similarly, 

as Cao and Cheng have found, the Foochow dialect is the language in business and social 

contexts among Chinese communities in Sibu. As such, the Foochow dialect has become the 

popular and dominant dialect spoken by the majority of the local Chinese population in Sibu, 

regardless of Chinese ethnic sub strand. Cao and Cheng (2016) describe that the Foochow 

population in Sarawak is 209,901, and in Sibu is 89,964 (approximately 43%). They also found 

that the Foochow dialect is the more popular, more dominant language for business and social 

communication in Sibu, regardless of ethnic background. Chinese communities from ethnic 

strands such as the Hakka, the Teowchow, the Cantonese, and so on, commonly employ the 

Fuzhou dialect, in addition to their own heritage languages. Figure 1 below shows the migration 
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route of the Fuzhou community from mainland China, and hence its proximity in Sarawak, 

Malaysia, to the point of origin in China. Fuzhou city is of the largest cities in Fujian Province, 

China, and lies on the north (left) bank of the estuary of Fujian’s largest river, the Min River. 

 

Figure 1: Locations of Fuzhou and Sibu (Source: https://www.en.wikipedia.org.) 

One of the influences of the Foochow culture and dialect significant towards the history of 

Sibu is the naming of the city streets. This naming of the streets is rooted in an oral agreement 

among the locals, and not through an agreement with the Sibu local government. More 

specifically, the naming of these streets has emerged from a variety of sources in relation to the 

local histories of these Foochow migrants from China. The study of toponymy as the naming of 

streets, geographical points, and so forth, Shi (1982) points out, draws on understandings of 

historical and cultural sources, and on the relationships between the naming of a place and the 

significance of its location. As such, scholarship on toponymy concerns historical facts, 

identities of ethnic groups and social communities, economic factors, and geographical or 

environmental changes (Shi, 1982; Lu 1997), as valuable resources in this nomenclature, 

evident in the phenomenon in Sibu. Scholarship on toponymy draws on ethnology, as the 

naming of places provides ethnological insights into dynamics such as migration. Zeng, Fang 

and Ye (2011) describe the study of toponymy as a discipline for exploration into the aspects 

of the location and landscapes of human communities. According to Zhang and Yan (2013), the 

relationships between toponym and linguistics are such that the naming of places or streets can 

provide information on early vocabulary used in the naming, and its connection with a plurality 

of ethnic languages in the same territory, and in other territories. 

The Australian National Placenames Survey (ANPS) defines toponym as “a name for a place”, 

or “a place and its name” (Blair and Jan, 2021, p. 35). Toponymy thus constitutes a valuable 

areas of study of placenames, and naming practices and patterns of a region or era. Through the 

act of toponymy, we find a concurrent application of cultural ethical and moral actions (Shi 
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1982). Such has been the case in Sibu, where adherence to place of origin, that is Foochow, has 

pervasively influenced the naming of place in Sibu. However, Cao and Cheng (2016) note that 

Foochow communities in Sibu have become cultural role models for overseas Chinese. Li’s 

(2016) work on the social structure of the Foochow people in Sarawak from 1900 to 1941 

provided significant information on the historical, economic, religious and ethnic backgrounds 

of the Foochow migrants to Sibu. This work exposed many factors significant to toponymy, such 

as migration patterns of the Foochew people, the community developments by Foochew 

leaders prior to World War II, and the influences of religion such as Christianity on the new 

society, and economic and agricultural activities such as the production of rubber and pepper, 

all contributing to the naming of place. The maps that follow, Figure 2 and Figure 3, present the 

design of Sibu’s streets. Chinese streets, roads and lanes are shown in Figure 2, such as Foo 

Chow street (福州街), Tiong Hua Road (中华路), Hua Kiew Road (华侨路), and Lai Chee Lane (

荔枝巷). 

 

Figure 2: Map of Sibu (Source: Road Maps of Sibu, Sarawak, published by the United Chinese 

Association Sibu Division, Sarawak) 

 

Figure 3:  Chinese roads and streets in the town area of Sibu (Source: Road maps of Sibu Sarawak, 

published by the United Chinese Association, Sibu, Sarawak) 

Methodical Framework 
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To collect data, we interacted with locals in Sibu, through personal discussions. As such, these 

discussions sought to gather ethnographic data with regard to the toponymy of Chinese streets, 

and information of notable and associated persons whom names are used to name Chinese 

streets in Sibu. The participants were all born and raised in Sibu, as members of the Chinese 

community, having Foochow heritage and knowledge of local heritage and the locations of 

Sibu’s Chinese streets. We toured the city with these discussants, who showed us the streets 

around Sibu, acting as tour guides and thus providing toponymic information. The discussions 

ensued during the tours, and were largely casual, though we frequently reverted to questions 

as in Table 1 below. Each discussion and tour, conducted largely in Mandarin, but at times in 

local dialect, spanned approximately four hours. Some respondents had prepared and provided 

Sibu road maps prior to the tours, in order to plan the tours. 

No. Question 

1. Do the Chinese streets in Sibu found in Google Maps still exist? 

2. Do you remember the naming of Chinese streets on road signboards around Sibu? Can you 
provide the Chinese characters of these Chinese streets? 

3. Can you provide brief introductions on these Chinese streets?  

4. Do you recognize the Romanized nomenclature of these Chinese streets and its relationship 
with the local Chinese dialects spoken by the Chinese communities in Sibu? 

5. Who are these Chinese historical persons? Do you know their backgrounds and their stories? 
Why are their names used for naming Chinese streets in Sibu? 

6. Do you know the Chinese ethnicities of these historical persons?  

7. Do you know the motivation of the local authorities and Chinese communities to 
commemorate/honour these streets, roads, or lanes using the names of these Chinese 
historical persons? 

8. What contributions did these Chinese historical persons make to the development of Sibu in 
the past, so that their names were used for purposes of toponym? 

Table 1: Questions for the discussions 

In addition to the discussion tours, we engaged in extensive observation to supplement the 

ethnographic data, but again having tour guides assist in pointing out significant landmarks. 

We sought to observe the sites in three general locations: The town area of Sibu, the Guangdong 

Settlement at Lanang, and Wong Nai Siong Memorial Garden at Sungai Merah. We documented 

these sites through photographs, as the main documenting process. Through these 

observations and interviews, we were able to identify toponymic patterns and typological 

structures of Chinese streets, roads, or lanes at the research sites. 

To analyze the toponymic patterns in Sibu collected in this study, I draw on Yin (2003), who 

suggested the inclusion of the following categories: Maps, comparison of current and historical 

developments, text analysis (formal history, local history, series of books, notes, tablet 
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inscription, epigraph and so on), field work research, and statistical research. Such a qualitative 

method constitutes an intensive approach for exposing the historic backgrounds of Chinese 

streets, roads, and lanes in Sibu. For the analysis of the names of the streets, roads, and lanes in 

Sibu, we also draw on the conceptual framework developed and revised by Blair and Jan (2021), 

which describes the categorization and description of toponym development. The application 

of this conceptual framework facilitated the understanding of toponymic patterns and 

structures of Chinese streets in Sibu, as well as their relationships with local Chinese dialects. 

Here, Blair and Jan (2021) suggest seven categories of toponyms, as shown in Table 2 below: 

No. Toponym type Explanation 

1 Descriptive Denoting inherent characteristic of feature 

2 Associative Using name denoting something associated with feature or its context 

3 Evaluative Using name reflecting emotive reaction of namer, or strong connotation 
associated with feature 

4 Occurrent Using name recording an event, incident, occasion or date when feature 
was named 

5 Copied Copying name-form from another place or language 

6 Eponymous Using name of person or entity as proper name, title, or eponym substitute 
as a toponym. 

7 Innovative Introducing new linguistic form 

Table 2: Seven categories of toponyms (Blair and Jan 2021, pp. 41-43) 

We developed a comparative study to verify the sources used to form the Romanized names of 

the streets, and to which, we also included two additional informants from Sibu to assist in 

identifying which local Chinese dialects informed the Romanized names of the Chinese streets, 

and which names reflect the ethnic characteristics of locals. Sounds of the characters in the 

Chinese dialects (《汉语方音字汇》, 2008) compiled by Department of Chinese Language and 

Literature, Peking University, China, edited by Wang Futang (王福堂), which produced sound 

systems of the Foochow, Hokkien (Amoy), Cantonese (Canton), Hakka, and Teowchow dialects, 

and the phonetic formation of these dialects both colloquially and literally, constituted a main 

reference for this comparison of Chinese and romanized wording. For example, to verify the 

dialect sources used to form the alphabetic name in Sibu, we identified the actual 

pronunciations of these three characters “陈仁寿” in the Foochow, Hokkein, Cantonese and 

Hakka dialects, as in Table 3 below. Jalan Hua Khiew is named as “华侨路,” where the first 

syllable “Hua” (华) pertains to the Hokkien dialect, yet the second syllable “Khiew” (侨) pertains 

to the Foochow dialect. 

 Foochow dialect Hokkei/Hokkein dialect Hakka dialect Cantonese dialect 
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陈 Ting  [tiŋ]  [tin]  [ts‘ən]  [tʃ ‘ ɐn] 

仁 Ing  [iŋ] [lin] [in]  [jɐn]   

寿 Siew  [sieu] [siu] [su] [ʃɐu]  

Table 3: Comparison of Romanization of Jalan Ting Ing Siew across Chinese dialects (Wang, 2008) 

The toponym categories above inform the conceptual framework for analysing toponymic 

patterns and typological structures of Chinese streets in Sibu, and include: (1) The names of 

streets copied from the other places, such as: Jalan Amoy (夏门路) and Jalan Foochow (福州路

); (2) the use of names of noble persons who had contribute to the development of Sibu, to name 

Chinese streets, for example, Jalan Wong Nai Siong and Jalan Then Kung Suk (邓恭叔路); (3) 

applying Chinese cultural terms which positively appropriated meaning to local Chinese 

communities in Sibu, for example, Jalan Huo Ping (和平路) and Jalan Kwong Ann (光安路). The 

names of these streets contain both Chinese characters and Romanized transliterations, yet 

which catered to local Chinese dialects. 

Discussion 

Gu (2010) states that in 1967, the United Nations passed a resolution stipulating that streets 

need to adopt the mother tongue of that country or territory. Su (2014) disclosed that the 

naming of Chinese roads can be categorized into two: description and use of past records. 

Description Past records 

Direction, 

Numbering, 

Natural Landscapes,  

Natural Resources 

Cultural Landscapes, 

Personage, 

Ethnicity, 

Social Community,  

Historical Facts 

Table 4: Approaches for naming Chinese roads, streets, and lanes in Sibu 

Within the ‘Description’ category, four sub-methods emerge; direction, numberings, natural 

landscapes, and natural resources. An example of the sub category Direction, in Kiong Tung 

Road (建东路), where, ‘Tung’ (东) signifies east. Here, a descriptive relational toponym is used 

to name the road. Lanes (巷) are commonly followed by numbers in sequence. For instance, 

with reference to the main road Jalan Lim Han Swee (林汉水路), the seven nearby lanes are 

numbered accordingly such as Lorong Lim Han Swee 1 (林汉水路第一巷), Lorong Lim Han 

Swee 2 (林汉水路第 2), Lorong Lim Han Swee 3 (林汉水路第三巷), and so forth. Natural 

landscapes are drawn on to name roads. For instance, both of the streets ‘海唇街’ and ‘海墘街’ 
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signify ‘Jalan Channel.’ These two have different characters where, as Cai (2017) finds, the 

Chinese name ‘海唇’ is formed through the Hakka dialect, whereas the Chinese name ‘海墘’ is 

formed through the Hokkein dialect. Both names have the same semantic property, that is 

‘seaside.’ Here, the toponymy has adopted a process of topography. 

Sibu’s natural resources have influenced the naming of locations around Sibu, where the 

semantic repertoires of these Chinese roads draw on local natural resources, such as timber, 

rubber and pepper. For example, in the case of ‘Jalan Seng Ling’ (森林路), ‘Seng Ling’ in the local 

Chinese dialect signifies ‘forest road.’ “Jalan Getah” (橡胶路) suggests a ‘rubber road.’ ‘Jalan 

Lada’ (拉达路) (originally a Malay word) suggests a ‘pepper road,’ where pepper is a prominent 

agricultural product in Sibu. During British colonialism, these natural resources offered a 

source of names, either through transliteration into Romanized words, e.g., Jalan Seng Ling, 

which draws on an associative method for naming the road, and Lorong Lai Chee ‘荔枝巷,’ 

which draws on an eponymous toponym mechanism. ‘Lai Chee” (Litchi) is a fruit planted in 

Fujian Province, and a loanword borrowed from the Chinese dialect. The Chinese characters 

also at times imitated the Malay or English names of the streets, as in Jalan Lada (pepper). The 

phonics of the Chinese characters ‘拉达’ emulate the sound ‘lada.’ As such, the naming of this 

road adopts an eponymous technique. 

The second method for nomenclature draws on past records, such as cultural landscapes 

records, persons, ethnicity and the social community, historical facts and occupations.  These 

naming methods comprised descriptive, eponymous, duplicated, innovative, and associative 

toponyms. Through the cultural landscapes method, planners named roads, for example, ‘Jalan 

Temple’ (庙街), as it contained both ‘Tai Pek Kong’ temple (大伯公庙), and  ‘Kwan Yin’ pagoda 

(观音塔). Planners used a descriptive relational toponym method to name this street owing to 

its religious artefacts. Historical persons contributed a great deal to the development of Sibu. 

Chinese migrants such as Wong Nai Siong (黄乃裳), Then Kung Suk (邓恭叔), Wong King Huo (

黄景和), and Ling Chu Meng (林子明) constituted some of the pioneers or eminent persons in 

Sibu’s development. In recognition of their contributions, planners used their Chinese 

alphabetic names to name the Chinese roads, streets, and lanes, for instance: ‘Jalan Wong Nai 

Siong’, ‘Jalan Then Kung Suk’, ‘Jalan Wong King Huo.’ 

The majority of the Chinese migrants to Sibu spoke the Foochow (福州话) and Hokkein 

dialects. The naming of Chinese streets also at times drew on ethnic factors, for example Jalan 

Hua Khiew (华侨路), where ‘华侨 ’ signified Chinese citizens residing abroad, that is, that 

Chinese migrants from China built their new lands in Sibu and identified as ‘Hua Khiew.’ A such, 

the planners implemented an occurrent toponym system to name this road. 

‘Jalan Foochow’ (福州路), ‘Jalan Kwong Tung’ (广东街), and ‘Jalan Amoy’ (夏门路) are other 

streets named after Chinese settlements from Foochew, Hokkien, and Guangdong  provinces, 

employing copied locational toponymy. In ‘Jalan Huo Ping (和平路), the characters ‘和平’ signify 
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peace.  In the name ‘Jalan Hock Ann’ (福安路), the characters ‘福安’ signify good fortune and 

safety. In the name ’Jalan Punai’ (福来路), ‘福来’ signifies  blessing by good fortune. These 

Chinese terms were imported from Chinese to produce positive and appropriate semantic 

contexts, and to express the intentions of Chinese migrants to remain in Sibu. Planners drew on 

an innovative aptness toponym to name these roads. 

Historiography and historical facts evidence the fourth sub-method for naming the Chinese 

roads, as in ‘Jalan Kai Ping’ (开平路), within which, the characters ‘开平’ signify a reclaiming 

and levelling of the wasteland, and ‘Jalan Kai Nguong’ (开源路), whose characters ‘开源’ signify 

the act of opening up income sources and opportunities. Here, planners applied evaluative 

commendatory toponymy for both roads. 

Occupations in Sibu’s early history significantly influenced the naming of streets, as in  ‘Jalan 

Tukang Besi’ (打铁街), literally meaning to strike iron, as blacksmith shops opened along this 

street; ‘Jalan Bengkel’ (机工街), signifying the use of machines, as the street contained an 

abundance of workers, artificers and enginemen; ‘Jalan Nuri’ (奴力路), suggesting a street with 

slave manpower, and here, the planners adopted an occupation toponym. 

In Sibu, and elsewhere in Malaysia, the official names of streets mostly begin with Malay 

wording. Some examples of Chinese streets show in Figure 4, 5, 6 and 7. For example, in Figure 

4, the name Foochow emanated from the original homeland of Foochow, which migrants took 

to name the street in Sibu. 

 

Figure 4. Copied locational type toponym, Jalan Foochow (福州路) 

In Figure 5, the name “Huo Ping” (和平) signifies ‘peace.’  The naming of this street reflected the 

wish of Chinese migrants to live peacefully in New Foochow. 
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Figure 5. Innovative, aptness type of toponym, Jalan Huo Ping 

Late Lau King Howe arrived in Sibu in 1915, for rubber reclamation activities, after which, he 

became aware of the fact that the local community needed medical treatments. To assist, he 

sought funding from the White Rajah, and the Sibu authority thus commemorated his work by 

naming the Lau King Howe Hospital in 1935 in his honor. Lau King Howe agreed to cover 50% 

of these building costs (Chua 2010). The road along the hospital, as an eponymous type of 

toponym, shown in Figure 6 below, is named Jalan Lau King Howe. 

 

Figure 6. Eponymous toponym, commemorating a notable person, Jalan Lau King Howe 

Then Kung Suk, as the first builder of the Lanang Guangdong Settlement in Sibu, led Cantonese 

and Hakka migrants to claim the Lanang settlement waste lands, for the purpose of planting 

rubber in 1902. These people migrated from the Sanshui (三水), Qingyuan (清远), Sihui (四会

), and Guangning (广宁) areas in China. Then Kung Suk was appointed by James Brooke, the 

White Rajah II, as the first Kang-chu leader (port-master) to open up the Lanang Guangdong 

Settlement. To commemorate the work of Then Kung Suk, the government placed his name on 

the street, as in Figure 7 below. 
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Figure 7. Associated Person, Builder, Jalan Then Kung Suk (邓恭叔路) 

Gu (2010) points out the naming of streets frequently involves two components: A proper noun 

or specific name (专名) and a common noun or general name (通名). The proper noun precedes 

the common noun, to form a specific or meaningful name for the locality, while carrying 

information on locations (Li 1997). Proper nouns also embody the categories of toponyms as 

well as the semantic components of place (Blair and Jan 202). These common nouns include 

‘road’ (路) or ‘street’ (街). However, the common categories occur before proper nouns in 

Malay. Road directions begin from south and head north, where street directions begin east and 

head west. As such, the common categories for roads and streets are derived from the direction 

of the road and the side of the street that the road faces.  Figures 8, 9, 10 and 11 show the 

signboards of streets in the town area of Sibu; the Guangdong Settlement at Lanang, and Wong 

Nai Siong Memorial Garden at Sungai Merah. 

 

Figure 8. Signboard showing directions to Jalan Hua Kiew and Jalan Lanang. 
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Figure 9. Inscription of Guangdong Settlement, Namen 1912-1915 

In Figure 10 below, the inscription built up by the Foochow community in Wong Nai Siong 

Memorial Garden, Sungai Merah, in November of 2000, sought to commemorate the 

contributions of the late Wong Nai Siong and also of Foochow migrants, to the development of 

Sibu. As such, the government designated the year 2000 as that of centennial celebrations of 

the establishment of the new Foochow Settlement in Sungai Merah.  

 

Figure 10. Wong Nai Siong Memorial Garden at Sungai Merah 

In Figure 11 below, the Sungai Merah (Red River) is an old bazaar that is said to be the location 

of the landing of the earliest Chinese settlers in Sibu.   

 

Figure 11. Sungai Merah (Red River) 
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Chinese Direction Words for Nomenclature 

While including directions in nomenclature for roads and streets in Sibu, this was not frequent. 

Here, planners would place the Chinese direction word as a prefix to the categorical name of 

road, with the formula as follows: [direction (central, east,  north, south, back) + category name 

(road)], as in ‘Jalan Central’ (中街), ‘Jalan Tong Sang’ (东山路), and ‘Jalan Au Yong’ (后洋路). 

Planners would Romanize the transliterations of these direction words in local Chinese dialects, 

such as ‘au’ (后, back) and ‘tong’ (东, east), which they would then suffix with other words. Such 

a formula requires descriptive relational toponymy in order to develop the semantic 

environment of names. 

Numbering Systems for Nomenclature   

Naming Chinese lanes in sequence effectively contributes to the linguistic landscapes of Sibu. 

This process occurs in a numerical sequence, as in ‘Lorong Lim Han Swee’ (林汉水路), wjere 

‘Jalan Lim Han Swee’ is the main road, followed by the lanes located at the left and right sides 

of this main road. In total there are six lanes, Lorong Lim Han Swee 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, as shown in 

Figure 12 below. 

 

Figure 12. Geographical location of Jalan Lim Han Swee and Lorong Lim Han Swee 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10 

(Source: The road maps of Sibu, Wong’s and Associates, Sibu Municipal Council) 

The formula for the nomenclature of lanes in Sibu is as follows: [specific name + category name 

(road, 路) + the number; (to show the sequence of the lanes, 第+数字) + category name (lane, 

巷)]. To this the planners would include eponymous notable people and descriptive relational 

methods to achieve this toponymy. 
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Natural Landscapes in Nomenclature 

City planners would draw on natural landscapes to name roads and streets. For instance, ‘Jalan 

Wharf’ (码头路) and ‘Jalan Long Bridge’ (长桥路), and adopted associative environment 

toponymy to name the former, whereas they appropriated descriptive topographic toponymy 

for the latter. The local authority translated names of roads to English, for example, ‘海唇’ and ‘

海墘’ to  ‘channel,’ ‘码头’ to ‘Wharf,’ and ‘长桥’ to ‘Long Bridge.’ The formula for nomenclature 

in this case is as follows: [specific name (geographical scene) + category name (road)]. Planners 

would translate the category name of these roads to Malay, where the Malay language does not 

differentiate between road and street, both being ‘jalan,’ whereas lane translated to Malay is 

‘lorong.’ 

Planners also included landmarks in Sibu in the nomenclature of roads and streets, such as 

buildings (courts) or places (markets), and for example, ‘Jalan Court’ (法庭路),” and ‘Jalan 

Market’ (马克律路). The formula for this is as follows: [specific name (building) + category 

name (road or street)]. The naming method here drew on descriptive locational toponymy.  

Natural Resources in Nomenclature 

Planners drew on two categories of natural resources in order to naming the roads, streets and 

lanes in Sibu: Plants; as in ‘Jalan Rubber’ (橡胶路), ‘Jalan Lada’ (拉达路, Pepper road), ‘Jalan 

Gambier’ (甘蜜路, candied date), and ‘Jalan Seng Ling’ (森林路, forest). The formula for the 

development of these names is as follows; [category name (road, street and lanes) + specific 

name (natural resource)]. In this nomenclature, planners opted for eponymous toponymy. At 

times, the use of these plants in naming, such as ‘Jalan Seng Ling’ (森林路), suggested that these 

natural resources, and in this case, forestry, constituted the economic lifeline for the Foochow 

people in Sibu, and thus brought significant economic change and modernization to Sibu. 

According to Gu (2010), Romanizing the names of roads, streets, or lanes does not fully 

constitute a method of toponymy, as the names should reflect ethnological implications and 

information pertaining to local places. Blair and Jan (2021, p. 37) point out that the language of 

origin is vital in developing a toponymic database, and emphasize that “indigenous language is 

an issue of etymology, and is in itself irrelevant to the topology.” As such, planners did not 

interpret selected streets and roads to English or Malay, for instance, ‘Jalan Kai Ping’ (开平路), 

‘Jalan Kai Nguong’ (开源路), ‘Jalan Kwong Ann’ (光安路), ‘Jalan Uk Daik’ (育德路),’ and so forth. 

As such, local non-Chinese communities found and still find difficulty in comprehending the 

semantics of these Chinese labelled roads. We suggest that local authorities and Chinese 

communities in Sibu would do well to translate these Chinese titles into English or Malay, in 

order to expand knowledge of the heritage of Sibu.  

Historical Persons in Nomenclature 
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We divide the ethnic backgrounds of these Chinese heritage figures into two groups:  Foochow 

and non-Foochow ethnic backgrounds. Planners named 62.5% of roads after Chinese historical 

figures with a Foochow ethnic background, and 37.5 % with a non-Foochow ethnicity, such as 

Hokkein and Hinhua groups, as shown in Table 5 below: 

Name of person with Foochew heritage Name of person with non-Foochew heritage 

陈立广路   Jalan Ding Lik Kong 林汉水路 Jalan Lim Han Swee (Hokkein) 

黄鼎福路   Jalan Wong Ting Hock 邓恭叔路 Jalan Then Kung Suk (Cantonese) 

罗寿珍路 Jalan Loh Siew Ting 邱炳农路 Jalan Khoo Peng Loong (Cantonese) 

林文聪路 Jalan Ling Wen Shun 周玉麟街 Jalan Chew Geok Lin (Hokkein) 

刘钦侯路  Jalan Lau King Howe 张宗罗路 Jalan Teo Chung Loh (Hokkein) 

庄仁穆路   Jalan Chong Jin Bock 林开臻路 Jalan Ling Kai Cheng (Hinhua) 

许家栋路   Jalan Hii Kah Tung 保由路 Jalan Poh Yew (Hokkein)  

黄乃裳路   Jalan Wong Nai Siong 陈仁华路 Jalan Teng Chin Hua (Hinhua) 

黄景和路  Jalan Wong King Huo 江嶧琴路 Jalan Chew Siik Hiong （Cantonese） 

林子明路 Jalan Ling Chu Ming  

刘家洙路 Jalan Lau Kah Tu  

施培坚路 Jalan Sie Poi Khieng  

周锡萱路 Jalan Chew Siik Hiong  

黄顺开医生路 Jalan Dr. Wong Soon Kai  

陈仁寿路 Jalan Ting Ing Siew  

15 (62.5%) 09 (37.5%) 

陈立广路   Jalan Ding Lik Kong 林汉水路 Jalan Lim Han Swee (Hokkein) 

Table 5. Chinese historical person from Foochow and non-Foochow ethnic backgrounds 

The formula for naming roads from Chinese historical personages is as follows; [category 

name (Jalan) + surname (Wong) + last name (Nai Siong)]. Planners Romanized local Chinese 

dialects, which thus further reinforce the significance of the Chinese ethnicity of historical 

persons. The surnames of these figures contain one character, whereas their given names 

contain mostly two characters, with the exception of ‘Poh Yew’ (保由). Planners adopted 

eponymous toponymy when adopting the names of nobles, and Romanized local Chinese 

dialects in doing so. In short, these Chinese roads have same commemorative semantic feature, 
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as the related persons had contributed to Sibu’s society quite significantly. These roles included 

founding, eminence, acting as patrons, local authority officialdom, political roles etc., where 

some were migrants, and others were local-born Chinese. Figure  

Chinese Ethnic Factors in Nomenclature  

At times, the naming of roads or streets in Sibu drew on characteristics of Chinese heritage, 

such as ‘Jalan Hua Khiew’ (华侨路) signifying ‘Chinese who reside overseas,’ and ‘Jalan Tiong 

Hua’ (中华路) signifying ‘China.’ This nomenclature clearly reflects the affections and deep 

sentiments of Chinese migrants towards their homeland China. As such, planners drew on 

occurrent incident toponymy to name these roads. 

After these Chinese migrants settled down in Sibu, they constructed new ethnic communities 

yet grounding these on the naming of localities on Chinese heritage as a reminder of and longing 

for homeland. In Sibu town centre, Chinese roads and streets named after places and ethnic 

items in mainland China appear, such as ‘Jalan Foochow’ (福州路), ‘Jalan Amoy’ (厦门路), and 

‘Jalan Kwong Tung’ (广东路). The formula for such nomenclature is as follows: [category name 

(jalan) + specific name (name of place in China)], and employs a copied locational toponymy. 

Some roads in Sibu include Chinese cultural vocabulary which signifies goodwill, prosperity, 

peace, and abundance. For instance, ‘Jalan Huo Ping’ (和平路) implies peace, and ‘Jalan Hock 

Ann’ (福安路 ) suggests good fortune and safety. Some vocabulary used in nomenclature 

contained semantic properties related to Christianity, such as ‘Jalan Deshon’ (圣路) suggesting 

‘De Saint,’ and ‘Jalan Eng Sing’ (恩信路) suggesting ‘holy in Christianity.’ James Matthew Hoover 

(1872-1935), as the first Christian priest,  was sent by the United Methodist Church to conduct 

missionary work in Sibu in 1902. This work, and other work by those such as the local Chinese 

priest Ling Chu Ming (林子明) of Foochow ethnicity, and Ling Kai Cheng (林开臻) of Hinhua 

ethnicity, facilitated the conversion of a large number of Foochow and Hinhua communities in 

Sibu to Christianity. Planners drew on names of priests to label roads, such as ‘Jalan Ling Chu 

Ming’ (林子明路), and ‘Jalan Ling Kai Cheng’ (林开臻路). 

The formula for the construction of names of these roads is as follows: [category name (jalan) 

+ specific name (cultural vocabulary)]. This lexicon was translated and transliterated not from 

Malay nor English but from local Chinese dialects. Planners thus employed innovative aptness 

toponymy in this respect. Furthermore, these street names evidently reflected the inner desires 

of the local Chinese people in Sibu  for peaceful and harmonious lives.  

Local Historicity in Nomenclature  

From 1901 to 1902, Wong Nai Siong recruited 1,118 Foochow people from the Hokkein 

Province in China to arrive in Sibu, to open up  the virgin soil in Sibu for the cultivation of rice 

and other farming, such as pepper and rubber. Wong Nai Siong had been assigned the title of 
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‘Master of Harbour’ (Gangzhu 港主) by James Brooke, the second British Rajah in Sarawak (Cao 

and Cheng 2016). Jalan Wong Nai Song was named so as to commemorate this significant work, 

as in Figure 13 below: 

 

Figure 13. Jalan Wong Nai Siong 

 

Figure 14. Garden commemorating Wong Nai Siong 

Jalan Then Kung Suk and the Guangdong Settlement Park (广东垦殖场) commemorate the 

contribution of Then Kung Suk and his Chinese migrants from Guangdong to Sibu, and for his 

work in developing the locality of Lanang (南兰) in Sibu in the year 1901, as show in Figure 14 

below: 

 

Figure 15. Jalan Then Kung Suk 
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Figure 16.  Guangdong Settlement Memorial Park 

Above, the planners used commemorative eponymous toponymy for the names of both roads. 

Structural Formations of Nomenclature  

Few syllables were used to structure the names of Chinese streets and roads in Sibu. The 

minimum number of syllables is two, as in ‘Jalan Temple’ (庙街), where the maximum is seven, 

as in Lorong Lim Han Swee 1 (林汉水路第一巷). The specific prefixes to the category names 

(road, street and lane) required two syllables, formed either through descriptive methods or 

from past records, with the exception of lanes that have  numberings, as shown  in Table 7 

below. The naming of Chinese roads, streets, and lanes in Table 7 indicate that the specific 

prefixing the category names (road, street, lane) largely have three syllables, a structural 

formation which draws on any of all methods of description and recording, with the exception 

of the naming of lanes in numerical order and Chinese historical personages. 

Normally, planners adopted a four-syllable structure for nomenclature with reference to 

historical persons, and a three-syllables structure when drawing on ethnicities and 

communities. 

2 syllables 3 syllables 4 syllables More than 4 syllables 

中街 

Jalan Central 

海唇街、海墘街 

Jalan Channel 

陈立广路  Jalan Di g Lik Kong 林汉水路第一、二、三

、四、六、八、十巷 

Lorong Lim Han Swee 1, 

2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10. 

庙街  

Jalan Temple 

中山路 Jalan Chong Sang 黄鼎福路  Jalan Wong Ting Hock 黄景和路第三、五、十

二、十三、十四、十六
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、十七、十八、十九、

廿一、廿四巷 

Lorong Wong King Huo 

3, 5, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 

19, 21, 24. 

 厦门路 Jalan Amoy 罗寿珍路  Jalan Loh Siew Ting 中华路第一、二、三、

四、六、七、九、十一

、十三、十五、十七、

廿二、廿六、廿八巷 

Lorong Tiong Hua 1, 2, 

3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 

22, 26, 28. 

 福州街 Jalan Foochow 林文聪路  Jalan Ling Wen Shun 保由路第一、三、五、

七巷 

Lorong Poh Yew 1, 3, 5, 

7 

 华侨路 Jalan Hua Khiew 刘钦侯路  Jalan Law King Howe 邓恭叔路第一、二、三

、四、五巷 

Lorong Then Kung Suk 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5 

 中华路 Jalan Tiong Hua 庄仁穆路  Jalan Chong Jin Bock 黄顺开医生路 

Jalan Dr. Wong Soon Kai 

 和平路 Jalan Huo Ping 许家栋路 Jalan Hii Kah Tung  

 开平路 Jalan Kai Peng 黄乃裳路  Jalan Wong Nai Siong  

 广东路 Jalan Kwong Tung 黄景和路  Jalan Wong King Huo  

 光安路 Jalan Kwong Ann 林子明路 Jalan Ling Chu Ming  

 建东路 Jalan Kiong Tung 刘家洙路 Jalan Lau Ka Chu  

 东山路 Jalan Tong Sang 陈仁寿路 Jalan Ting Ing Siew  

 南兰街 Jalan Lanang 陈仁华路 Jalan Teng Chin Hua  

 长侨路 Jalan Long Bridge 施培坚路 Jalan Sie Poi Khieng  

 保由路 Jalan Poh Yew 林汉水路 Jalan Lim Han Swee  

 橡胶路 Jalan Rubber 邓恭叔路 Jalan Then Kung Suk  

 森林路 Jalan Seng Ling 邱炳农路  Jalan Khoo Peng Loong  

 福安路 Jalan Hock Ann 周玉麟街  Jalan Chew Geok Lin  

 凤鸣路 Jalan Fong Ming 张宗罗路  Jalan Teo Chung Loh  

 育德路 Jalan Uk Daik 林开臻路  Jalan Ling Kai Cheng  

 益智路 Jalan Ek Dee   

 恩信路 Jalan Eng Sing   
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 甘光路 Jalan Kanggong   

 开源路 Jalan Kai Nguong   

 中兴巷 Lorong Tiong Hin   

Table 6: Number of syllables in street name 

Categories of Chinese Dialects in Nomenclature 

Sibu houses 40 roads and streets with names Romanized from local Chinese dialects. 56.2% 

of these build on the Foochow dialect, while 27.6% build on the Hokkein dialect, 7.6% on the 

Cantonese dialect, 6.6% on the Hakka dialect, and 2% on the Teowchow dialect. Twelve of the 

streets contained Romanized titles of other Chinse dialects, such as ‘Jalan Chong Jin Bock’ (庄仁

穆路), where ‘Chong Bock’ (庄穆) emerges from the Hokkien dialect, and ‘Jin’ (仁) from the 

Foochow dialect. Chong Jin Bock lived as Foochow ethnic Chinese, yet his Romanized name was 

structured on both Chinese dialects. In ‘Jalan Ding Lik Kong’ (陈立广路), the surname ‘Ding’ (陈

) and middle name ‘Lik’ (立) build on the Foochow dialect, whereas ‘Kong’ builds on the Hokkein 

dialect. The late Ding Lik Kong was of Foochow ethnic Chinese heritage. These two examples 

indicate that the naming of Chinese streets in Sibu did not exactly follow strict ethnic channels, 

but rather mixtures. 

The data also shows that 75.2% of the Romanized names of Chinese streets in Sibu do not 

differ in pronunciation. However, 18.1% of these names were formed through a literary 

pronunciation of local Chinese dialects. For example, ‘Bock’ and ‘Siong’ in ‘Jalan Chong Jin Bock’ 

and ‘Jalan Wong Nai Siong’ developed from a literary pronunciation of the Hokkein dialect, that 

is, [bɔk] and [siɔŋ] respectively. ‘Ting’ and ‘Ing’ in ‘Jalan Wong Ting Hock’ and ‘Jalan Ting Ing 

Siew’ developed from the Foochow dialect. as [tiŋ] and [iŋ] respectively. ‘Kai’ in ‘Jalan Dr. Wong 

Soon Kai’ also developed from both Foochow and Hokkein dialects as [k‘ai]. 

The data also found that 6.7% of the Romanized names developed through colloquial 

pronunciation of local Chinese dialects. For instance, the surname ‘Teo’ in ‘Jalan Teo Chung Loh’ 

developed through the colloquial pronunciation of the Hokkein dialect, as [tĩũ]. ‘Lau’ in ‘Jalan 

Lau King Howe’ emerged via a colloquial pronunciation of the Foochow dialect.  

Concluding Remarks 

Sibu is a multi-ethnic and multilingual society, the social elements of which one can easily 

identify through the languages or dialects that form the names of Chinese roads and streets.  

However, the local government (Sibu Municipal Council) employs Malay and English to 

translate these names. As such, residents in Sibu can recognize the streets owing to this 

multifaceted naming.  

The study revealed that due to the present economic development involving housing, 
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infrastructure and modernisation, the Chinese streets in Sibu above no longer cluster around 

the city centres of Sibu, thus resulting in the disappearance of some Chinese streets on maps of 

Sibu. I concur that local Chinese authorities in Sibu must vitally make significant efforts to 

preserve existing Chinese-labelled streets, ni order to preserve the valuable historical facts and 

ethnicity characteristics of these Chinese streets, and to ensure that they do not vanish through 

future further developments and through inevitable modernisation. Here, I suggest then that 

the history, development, and modernization of Sibu cannot exclude the roles of British 

colonizers and local bumiputra politicians in Sarawak, as immigration by Chinese migrants in 

the 20th century was strongly determined by the agreements of the White Rajah II during the 

British colonial periods. The local bumiputra politicians also significantly contributed to 

modernizing Sibu, and hence their names were appeared when naming the streets. 

It is important that local government and authorities, as well as young generations in Sibu, 

honour the contributions, not least of which are the semantic contributions, to the development 

of little Foochow, as the third largest city in Sarawak. The naming of these streets, roads, and 

lanes, grounded the semantic components. At present, Sarawak constitutes the only state in 

Malaysia that allows for the naming of streets using the Chinese language. This policy has 

resulted in almost all streets in Sibu having a Chinese name in addition to the Malay one, on 

road signboards. This Chinese naming of streets can assist local authorities to promote and 

frame tourism of Sibu as a multi-cultural and multi-ethnic society, most significantly to China 

tourists. These tourists would expect to understand the ways in which the city demonstrate the 

Foochow cultural element from their origin homeland. 
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